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FINITE SEMIGROUPS, FEEDBACK, AND THE LETICHEVSKY CRITERIA
ON NON-EMPTY WORDS IN FINITE AUTOMATA
P ´AL D ¨OM ¨OSI, CHRYSTOPHER L. NEHANIV, AND JOHN L. RHODES
ABSTRACT. This paper relates classes of finite automata under various feedback products
to some well-known pseudovarieties of finite semigroups via a study of their irreducible
divisors (in the sense of Krohn-Rhodes). In particular, this serves to relate some classical
results of Krohn, Rhodes, Stiffler, Eilenberg, Letichevsky, Ge´cseg, ´Esik, and Horva´th. We
show that for a finite automaton satisfaction of (1) the Letichevsky criterion for non-empty
words, (2) the semi-Letichevsky criterion for non-empty words, or (3) neither criterion,
corresponds, respectively, to the following properties of the characteristic semigroup of
the automaton: (1) non-constructability as a divisor of a cascade product of copies of the
two-element monoid with zero   , (2) such constructability while having   but no other
non-trivial irreducible semigroup as a divisor, or (3) having no non-trivial irreducible semi-
group divisors at all. The latter two cases are exactly the cases in which the characteristic
semigroup is  -trivial.
This algebraic characterization supports the transfer of results about finite automata
to results about finite semigroups (and vice versa), and yields insight into the lattice of
pseudovarieties of finite semigroups — or, equivalently via the Eilenberg correspondence,
the lattice of  -varieties of regular languages — and the operators on these lattices that
are naturally associated to various automata products with bounded feedback. In particular,
all operators with non-trivial feedback are shown to be equivalent, and we characterize
all pseudovarieties of finite semigroups closed under each type of feedback product either
explicitly or by reducing the question to closure under the cascade product.
1. PRELIMINARIES AND PREVIOUS RESULTS
1.1. Automata. A finite automaton 
		 is a finite set of states  , finite input
alphabet  , and transition function  . Members of  are called the input
letters of  . ﬁﬀ denotes the set of finite words over  . If ﬂﬃ ﬀ , then the length ! ﬂ"! of
ﬂ is # if ﬂ$%'&)(*(+(%-, ( %-./ﬃ0 , 13254625# ). The unique word of length zero in  ﬀ is
denoted 7 . 980:ﬁﬀ<;>=?7A@ denotes the words over  of positive length. We extend  to
words over  inductively by letting
BC-	7-DEC and BC-	ﬂ/%-<FBBGC	Hﬂ>I	H%-
for all CJﬃ9 , % ﬃ , and ﬂKﬃﬁﬀ . We write C"LMﬂ for BC-	Hﬂ> if no confusion can result.
Clearly C"L+ﬂNOLPﬂ/QRECSL+ﬂ/ﬂ/Q for all C3ﬃ , ﬂ
	ﬂ/QTﬃJﬁﬀ . Note that we do not exclude the
possibility that  or  or both may be empty.
Let U$VGWX	HY<	HZQ[ also be a (finite) automaton. Then a homomorphism of automata
\
R]^U is a pair of mappings \ & 'K_W and \a` -bcY such that \ & CdLZ%'>
\
&
GCBeL
\a`
%- holds for all Cfﬃ: , %gﬃE . If both \ & and \a` are surjective, then U is
said to be a homomorphic image of  . If on the other hand both \ & and \a` are injective,
then  is said to be (isomorphic to) a subautomaton of U . If \ & and \a` are both bijective,
then we say \ is an isomorphism from  to U . We shall generally not distinguish among
isomorphic structures.
1.2. Products of Automata with Feedback. Let "&	+(*(+(R	S, be finite automata and let
 be a finite alphabet. Then a general product (with arbitrary feedback among factors) is
an automaton with states  & ﬁL+L*LhJ , and transition function of the form
GCh&?	+(*(+(A	Ci,haLP%jkC
Q
&
	*(+(*(R	HC
Q
,
 with C Q
.
ECl.AL*mZ.GCh&Z	*(+(+(R	Ci,'	%-P	
1
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where Ci.	CiQ
.
ﬃJ>. , %ﬃJ , 162n4<20# , for some mZ.opN&q
L*L+L>>,r/sVt. . For 4 from 1
to # , the function mZ. is called the 4GuGv feedback function of the general product, and gives an
input letter to S. depending on the input letter % and the state components Ch&?	*(+(*(A	HCi,h . &
Such a product is completely determined by its component automata, the input alphabet  ,
and feedback functions.
`
In this paper, we shall study some products which restrict the length of feedback. If
each m . may depend only on % and the coordinates Cpw with xjyF4 , then we have a cascade
product. For z{}| , if each m . may depend only on % and Cpw with xo~Xz3yn4 then we have an
a
-product, that is, a product with length of feedback bounded by z . The cascade product
is thus an T -product, and any general product is an ) product for some z (e.g. for z3{n# ,
the number of factors).  We have a quasi-direct product or  -product if each m . may depend
only on % . Every   -product is obviously also an  
8
, -product for all #{K| . Given a
class of finite automata  and a product  , let oS denote all finite automata which can
be constructed as  -products of members of  . (In speaking of classes of automata, we
shall assume they are closed under isomorphism.) We say a general product of automata
has non-trivial feedback if it is an   -product for some zŁ| but is not an   -product.
Thus we have a hierarchy
KfBSe
T
Se

& Se
)`
Se:L*L+LB
)
Se
)
8
& r:L*L+LB
)
SI	
where   6$

IR
 
S is of course the general product. It is easy to see (Ge´cseg
[6]):
Lemma 1. For all |2z'	#2 , and classes of finite automata d	Q :
1.  ) S
2. fQ a Sr ) Q
3. q SD q  T H
4.   SD      H
5.      SHD   
6.   Se  
8
,qS
In particular q and a are closure operators on classes of finite automata (since 1,2,3
resp. 1,2,4 of the lemma hold). It is certainly not true that a   , SHX a
8
,
 for
general z'	H# . It is also not true for general z that a   , SD ) S .
An automaton  homomorphically represents an automaton U if U is a homomorphic
image of a subautomation of  . A class  of finite automata is said to be homomorphically
complete if every finite automaton can be homomorphically represented by an automata
from  .
If  is a class of finite automata, S denotes all homomorphic images of members
of  , and S denotes all subautomata of members of  . We sometimes write   
for    and t for BS . We write 9O  S for r   H for |ﬁ2z02K .
Thus, 9O  S is the class of automata which can be homomorphically represented by
a
-products of members of  , and we write 9Ot if the quasi-direct product is used.
Hence we also have a hierarchy
}9Ot}9O

Sen9o
&
Se}9O
`
Se
L*L+Lh}9O

Sef9O

8
&
SegL+L*Lhn9o

P(
It is an elementary exercise to check the well-known fact that 9OtoE9OtG9OtH
and, moreover, 9O).SDOt9oT.HH for all |2n4<2} (e.g. [6]).
We recall

The general product is sometimes also called the Glusˇkov product.

For X ¢¡ , the empty product is an automaton with exactly one state – ‘the unique zero-tuple’– on which
each input letter £N¤>¥ acts in the only possible way.
¦
The cascade (or feedback-free) product has been studied since at least the early 1960s in computer science
and electrical engineering. The §h¨ -products were introduced by F. Ge´cseg in 1975.
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Theorem 2 (Letichevsky Decomposition Theorem (1961) [12]). For every class  of fi-
nite automata, a S is homomorphically complete if and only if there exists an automa-
ton k
		 in  such that
G©DªM« ¬BC

ﬃJS	%T	­jﬃ9	®q	
ﬃj
8
	¯C

LP%°C

LP­'	 and C  LP%p®EC  LP­B6EC  (
±³²
±I²'´¶µ
±I²'´¸·
%
­
®

The Letichevsky Criterion ¹
Remark. This formulation of the Letichevsky criterion is equivalent to the usual one
which also allows ® or  to be possibly empty: If the criterion holds with ®º7 , then
C

FC

LP%»®FC

LI% , so we may replace ® by the letter % . A similar observation holds for
 (and for the semi-Letichevsky criterion, introduced in the sequel).
It is said that a finite automaton  satisfies Letichevsky’s criterion if it has the above
property G©DªM« . We say a class of finite an automata  satisfies Letichevsky’s criterion if 
has a member that satisfies ©<ªM« . We then write ¼! F©<ª*« and Ł! F©<ª*« , respectively. We
write ½)¾<¿qÀ for the class of finite automata that do not satisfy G©DªM« , and SÁÁ for the class
of all finite automata.
Corollary 3. For any class  of finite automata:
1. 9O  S<FSÁÁJÂ Ł! F©<ª*« .
2. ½)¾D¿qÀ is closed under the general product, i.e.   G½)¾D¿TÀ"e}½)¾D¿qÀ3(
3. 9O  G½)¾D¿TÀo:½)¾D¿qÀ .
When is   S homomorphically complete? A strengthening of Letichevsky’s Theorem
gives a partial answer:
Theorem 4 ( ´Esik).  is homomorphically complete for the  ` -product if and only if 
satisfies the Letichevsky criterion.
That is, 9O ` SDF
ÁÁjÂd $! E©DªM«I(
Proof: See [4] or [6, Thm. 4.10].
¹
This implies 9o  N9O ` S holds if Ã! ©DªM« . But remarkably equality holds
for any  :
Theorem 5 ( ´Esik-Horva´th [5]). Let  be any class of finite automata. Then a finite au-
tomaton ﬃ9o   if and only if Łﬃj9o ` SI(
Proof: See [5] or [6, Thm. 5.4].
¹
Thus the 9O  hierarchy collapses at ztEÄ for every  .
But in many cases it collapses for zy:Ä . If $ŁGS	9	H does not satisfy Letichevsky’s
criterion but we have C  LM%:°ŁC  LZ­-	 and C  LZ%»® ŁC  for some C  ﬃ0
	»%T	­ ﬃ and
®ﬃj
8 then  satisfies the semi-Letichevsky criterion ( O© ):
Go©<Ł½a©DªM« and ¬BC  ﬃJ
	%T	­3ﬃj	G®ﬃ 8 	¯C  L+%¢°C  LP­'	 and C  L+%»®C  (
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±³²
±I²'´¶µ
±I²'´¸·
%
­
®
The Semi-Letichevsky Criterion
Examining the details of the proof of the ´Esik-Horva´th Theorem (as presented in [5] or [6,
pp. 49–54]), one sees that it actually shows:
Corollary 6. Let  be any class of finite automata. Then
O

SD
Å
Æ Ç
O
`
S if  satisfies the Letichevsky criterion
O & S if  satisfies the semi-Letichevsky criterion
O

S otherwise (
1.3. Semigroups, Transformation Semigroups, and Pseudovarieties. A semigroup is
a set  with an associative multiplication operation. That is, for all %q	H­-	Èﬃ0 , %¯­hÈj
%T­BÈl . A semigroup  is a monoid if it has an identity element 16ﬃ such that 1MÉ/:É>:É»1
for all Éﬃ . For any alphabet  , 98 is a semigroup with concatentation as the associative
multiplication, and is called the free semigroup on  . Similarly, ﬁﬀ is the free monoid on
 , with identity element 7 . A monoid is a group if in addition for each É"ﬃ there exists
an inverse ÉÊ & ﬃ such that ÉpÊ & É61É?ÉÊ & . An idempotent in  is an element ª such
that ª
`
$ª . If  is a finite semigroup, it is easy to show that each element É of  has a
unique idempotent power. Notation: we take Ë/É? to be the least integer greater than 1 ,
such that É*Ì-ÍÏÎ¶Ð¸É*Ì-ÍÏÎ¶ÐÑÊ & ÒÉ*Ì-ÍÏÎ¶ÐÑÊ & . Note that É*Ì-ÍÏÎ¶Ð is the unique idempotent power of É .
We write Ë for Ë/GÉ? , where there can be no confusion about É , and thus we shall write also
GÉ?¸Ì or É*Ì for this idempotent.
If  is a semigroup, then the reverse semigroup OÓ has the same underlying set as  but
multiplication Ô with %dÔ<­dF­l% , where %q	H­3ﬃ
Ó
and ­i% is their product in  .
If  and Y are subsets of  then 9Y^Õ=M%¯­5ﬃ$j!¸%$ﬃ	H­5ﬃKYt@ . (Of course
9Y is empty if either of  or Y is; and also 9Yº if YbÖ=»1p@ (and vice versa)
if 1 is an identity element of  .) A subset ×¼ is a subsemigroup of  if ×
`
5× . A
homomorphism \ l & Ø ` from a semigroup  & to a semigroup  ` is a function such that
\
GÉ?
\
É*Qo
\
GÉ?ÉMQÏ for all É»	³É*QAﬃJ . If \ is surjective, then  ` is a homomorphic image of

& . A semigroup  divides (and is a divisor of) a semigroup × if  is a homomorphic image
of a subsemigroup of × . We denote division by }Ù}× . A non-trivial group Ú is simple if
the only homomorphic images of Ú are Ú and the trivial group =l1@ (up to isomorphism).
If  is a semigroup, let OÛ denote the monoid OÛ>:Ü=MÝ¯@ with identity Ý , where Ý is
a new symbol (i.e. ÝJ°ﬃ ), and associative multiplication
É?É
Q

Å
Æ
Ç
É if ÉMQFÝ
É*Q if É>EÝ
ÉMÉMQ if É»	ÉMQRﬃa	
for all É»	ÉMQRﬃOÛ . Also, let
oÞ/$ß
 if  is a monoid

Û otherwise (
A transformation semigroup S	³o is an automaton GS	O	H such that the set of inputs
 is a semigroup and C3L»É?L»ÉMQeÒC3L»É?É*Q for all CnﬃE and É»	ÉMQ>ﬃE . Here ÉMÉMQ is the
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product under the semigroup multiplication of  . Furthermore, the action of  is required
to be faithful, i.e. if CSLMÉ>ECSLMÉMQ holds for all C3ﬃj , then É>EÉMQ .
Then the right regular representation of  is the transformation semigroup 
Þ
	o with
transition function given by the multiplication in 
Þ
. If  is a semigroup, sometimes we
write “  ” in a context where a transformation semigroup or an automaton is required; in
this case,  denotes the right regular representation 
Þ
	o . For example,  . ¶=Z@? denotes
all  . -products of factors G
Þ
	³o , where the latter is viewed as an automaton.
Given any automaton ØV
		 , let S8ŁV
	rG
I	Z8D denote its associated
non-empty input word automaton (also known as the associated transformation semigroup)
whose states are the same as those of  , and whose set of input letters r" is the set of
the transformations induced in  by words in 8 . That is, each non-empty word ﬂ5ﬃJ98
represents an input letter of S8 with C>Lﬂ:EBC-	Hﬂ> for all CXﬃ , and two words ﬂS	ﬂ/QTﬃ
98 represent the same input letter of S8 if and only if BC-	ﬂN6¼BC-	ﬂ>Q[ for all states
CXﬃJ . We then write à ﬂrá'à ﬂ/Qâá , and we have r
o5=là ﬂráqpﬂ5ﬃ98@ with Z8rC-	*à ﬂráD
BC-	Hﬂ> . Of course, r
 is finite (since  is), and the map ﬂ5ãcà ﬂrá is a homomorphism
of semigroups from the free semigroup 98 onto rG> . r" is called the characteristic
semigroup (or transition semigroup) of  . If ÕÕ
		 is any automaton then of
course S8äGS	³r
P	HZ8D is a transformation semigroup. Obviously, by faithfulness,
the characteristic semigroup of any transformation semigroup 
	o is just the semigroup
 . In particular, the characteristic semigroup of the right regular representation G
Þ
	D
is  , and moreover, the characteristic semigroup rGS8o of 
8 is just the characteristic
semigroup rG
 of  .
An automaton  is a group automaton if each member of the input alphabet  acts as
a permutation on the set  . If Ú is group, then its right regular representation GÚ
Þ
	HÚS
Úd	ÚS is the group automaton corresponding to the group Ú . It is easy to verify that a
cascade product of group automata is itself a group automaton.
The flip-flop automaton å has states =MC-	æM@ and inputs =?C-	æ?	*1@Nç where the C and æ
act as constants and 1 acts as the identity. Its characteristic semigroup çkEråd is called
the flip-flop monoid, and has multiplication table:
ç 1èC æ
1 1èC æ
C C C æ
æ æèC æ
A semigroup  is irreducible if whenever  is an automaton with rG
ﬁ and
_ﬃ9O

¸=M
&
	+(*(+(R	H
,
@? for some  & 	+(*(+(R	 , ﬃKSÁÁ , then ÃÙé .  for some
4 ( 1f2é492é# ). If  is a finite semigroup, ÝlêNê6ëSì9Go denotes the set of non-trivial
irreducible divisors of  , i.e. those having at least two elements. If  is a finite automaton,
ÝlêNê6ëSì9
 denotes ÝlêNê6ëSì9GrG
 . If  is a class of finite automata, Ý»ê6ê6ëSìS is
the union of all Ý»ê6ê6ëSìG
 for sﬃn . ê6Ýiíë
ro denotes the set of finite simple
groups that divide  .
Theorem 7 (Krohn-Rhodes Theorem (1962) [10, 11]). Let  be a finite automaton. Then
 can be homomorphically represented by a cascade of flip-flops å and group automata
corresponding to ê6Ýlíë"rGrG
 . That is, ^ﬃ59O  ¸=*å@NÜ¢ê6Ýiíë
rG
HI(
Moreover, if  is a non-trivial group automaton, then the flip-flop å may be omitted.
If  is homomorphically represented by a cascade of automata "&	+(*(+(R	H
, , then every
irreducible semigroup that divides 
 divides r
. for some 4 ( 102Ã42Ã# ). That
is, ÖﬃFO  SdîÝlê6êNë
ì
3¼ÝlêNê6ëSì9SI( Moreover, a finite semigroup  is
irreducible if and only if  is simple group or a divisor of the flip-flop monoid.
Corollary 8. If every subgroup of rG
 is trivial, then ŁﬃJ9O  ¸=*å@? .
Proof: Since every subgroup of r" is trivial, ê6Ýiíë
rr
HDgï , so the conclusion
follows from the first part of the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem.
¹
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The last part of the Krohn and Rhodes Theorem implies that the irreducible finite semi-
groups are exactly the finite simple groups and the subsemigroups of the flip-flop monoid
ç . These are the flip-flop monoid ç itself, the two-element monoid ð , the two-element
right-zero semigroup Äñ , the one-element semigroup =»1p@ , and the empty semigroup ï .
ð 1ò|
1 1ò|
| |ó|
Äñ C æ
C C æ
æ C æ
Corollary 9. If  is a class of finite automata such that 9O  <FSÁGÁ , then Ýlê6êNë
ìSD
all finite simple groups Ü9=Mçe	³ðr	ÄpñM@»(
Moreover, suppose a semigroup  divides r
 for some finite automaton  : If kÙç
then  is (isomorphic to) a subsemigroup of 
 ; while, if  is a group, then  is the
homomorphic image of a group Ú which is a subsemigroup of r
 . (See e.g. [11] for
proofs of the statements in this section).
A pseudovariety ô of finite semigroups is a class of finite semigroups closed under
division and finite direct products. That is, (1) if Ù× and ×5ﬃﬁô then fﬃ ô , and (2) if
R.Oﬃô for all 4DﬃJÝ , a finite index set, then õ
.ö
Û
R.aﬃ9ô .
Taking Ý":ï , the latter condition guarantees that the one-element semigroup is in ô , so in
particular ô cannot be empty.
If  is a class of finite automata, then define ÷R , the semigroup pseudovariety corre-
sponding to  , to be the smallest pseudovariety of finite semigroups containing the transi-
tion semigroup rG
 for each automaton Łﬃj .
1.4. Eilenberg Correspondences. Eilenberg’s Theorem [3] states that pseudovarieties of
finite semigroups are in a natural one to one correspondence with certain classes of rec-
ognizable languages, the varieties of languages. A variety ø of languages assigns to each
finite alphabet  a set øﬁ of regular languages contained in 98 such that (1) øﬁ
is closed under the Boolean operations of finite union, finite intersection, and complement
within 98 , and (2) ø is closed under quotients: ©äﬃ$ø6 and %ùﬃ$ implies
©o%
Ê
&
and % Ê & © are in ø6 , where ©D% Ê & ù=Mﬂ]ﬃn 8 !¶ﬂ%}ﬃn©@ and % Ê & ©]=*ﬂÒﬃ
98J!¶%ﬂ5ﬃJ©@ , and such that (3) ø is closed under (non-erasing) inverse homomorphisms:
©}ﬃjø6 and \ pY"8 ä98 is a homomorphism implies \ Ê & ©<ﬃJøY . ú
If ©¼$98 is a language over  , then the syntactic semigroup of © is the transition
semigroup of its minimal automaton. ©$$98 is recognized by a finite semigroup  if
:r
 for some finite automaton kGS	H	H recognizing © . The reader is referred
to [3] or [13] for full definitions and details, as well as relations to automata theory.
Theorem 10 (Eilenberg (1976) [3, Thm. VII.3.2s]). There is a one-to-one correspondence
between pseudovarieties of semigroups and varieties of languages: The pseudovariety of fi-
nite semigroups ûÃã the variety of languages øeü where øeü is the set of the languages
©98 recognized by members of û . The variety of languages økã the pseudovariety
ûjý generated by syntactic semigroups of all the languages ©ﬃø with  some finite
alphabet.
The Eilenberg correspondence serves to systematize the study of regular languages al-
gebraically. For instance, the pseudovariety ôqþ¯ß of all finite semigroups corresponds to
the variety of regular languages (Kleene’s Theorem [7]). The pseudovariety   of aperiodic
semigroups corresponds to the variety of star-free languages (Schu¨tzenberger’s Theorem
[14]). [A finite semigroup  is aperiodic if É+ÌJFÉ*ÌB8 & for all ÉSﬃJ , i.e. every subgroup of
 has only one element. Equivalently, by the first corollary of the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem,
 is aperiodic if and only if  divides the transition semigroup of a cascade of flip-flops.]

More exactly these are the  -varieties of languages. There is a related but somewhat different Eilenberg cor-
respondence between  -varieties of regular languages (allowing the empty word) and pseudovarieties of monoids.
(See [3] or [13] for precise details and differences between the two correspondences.)
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Many instances of the Eilenberg correspondence between varieties of languages and
pseudovarieties of finite semigroups have been studied (see [3, 13] and subsequent publi-
cations by various researchers, including deep results of Knast, Simon, Brzozowski, and
Straubing [8, 9, 15, 2, 17, 18, 19]). For purposes of this paper, we need only some relatively
simple instances of this correspondence.
If û is a pseudovariety of finite semigroups then the reverse pseudovariety is û Ó 
=?oÓ<!Fﬃû@»	 whose members are the reverse semigroups of members of  . The reverse
of a language ©g98 is the language © Ó ¼=*% , (*(+(¸% & ﬃ 98J!¶% & (+(*(¸% , ﬃ¢©	B#}|B@l(
Under the Eilenberg correspondence, reversing the languages in a variety corresponds to
the reversing the semigroups in the corresponding pseudovariety (as is easy to see since the
reverse language has the reverse syntactic semigroup) [3, Prop. VII.5.1]. Obviously, the
Eilenberg correspondence preserves inclusion:  û if and only if øg/}øeü"ﬁ
for all finite alphabets  .
A semigroup  is nilpotent of degree # if and only if for all %'&	+(*(+(R	%-,jﬃJ , %R&)L+L*L%,t
| holds, i.e. %R&)L+L*L%-,B­5­i%'&aL+L+LH%,%'&OL+L*L¸%, holds for all ­Kﬃ$ . 
	, is the
pseudovariety of finite semigroups that are nilpotent of degree # . In the corresponding
language variety, S4¶Á ,  is the Boolean closure of the singleton languages =*ﬂ@ , ﬂØﬃ
98 , ! ﬂ"!<y$# . 	 is the pseudovariety which is the union of all the 	 , . 	 is also
defined by É*ÌjF| . A language ©}f98 is finite or cofinite if either © or 98;© is finite,
which is true if and only if its syntactic semigroup is nilpotent ([3, Prop. VIII.2.2] or [13,
Ch. 2 Thm. 3.3])
A semigroup  is said to be definite if ÉMª6:ª holds for all ª
`
Eªl	³Éﬃ9 . A semigroup
 is said to be a reverse definite, if ªZÉª for all idempotents ªﬃ0 and all Éﬃ . The
pseudovariety of all definite semigroups is denoted  . The pseudovariety of all reverse
definite semigroups is denoted  Ó . A language ©598 is reverse definite if © is of the
form Y
ﬁﬀaÜ where Y and  are finite languages of 8 . The definite languages are the
reverse of these. The definite languages are exactly those whose syntactic semigroups lie
in  , while the reverse definite languages are exactly those whose syntactic semigroups
lie in 
Ó
([3, Prop. VIII.4.1] or [13, Ch. 2 Thm. 3.4]). Inside  is a nested hierarchy of
pseudovarieties  , whose members satisfy % & L*L+LH% , ­l% & L*L+L¸% , .  is the union of the

, . The pseudovarieties of left-zero semigroups  & Ó and right-zero semigroups

0
& are the lowest levels of the two hierarchies. The characterization of the language
variety recognized by  , is the same as that for  except that the finite languages Y and
 may only contain words in 8 of length not exceeding # and #9~1 , respectively [13,
p. 43]. Similar remarks characterize the language variety corresponding to each  , Ó . An
automaton kS	H	H is called reverse definite if there is an #f| , such for all C3ﬃj ,
% ﬃ9 , ® ﬃ998 , CLH®%9CLH® holds whenever ! ®)!-{F# . It follows from the definition of
the , Ó that a language ©E:98 is reverse definite (i.e. recognized by a member of  Ó )
if and only if © can be recognized by some reverse definite automaton.
In a semigroup  , % and ­ are  -related (denoted: %:­ ) if there exist É»	«>ﬃ 
Þ
such
that %-É"5­ and ­i«r5% . A semigroup  is  -trivial if %g­ always implies %5­ . The
finite  -trivial semigroups comprise a pseudovariety  . A language ©F98 is extensive
if it can be written as the finite disjoint union of languages of the form Y
8 , Yék and
ﬁﬀ

%
&
ﬁﬀ
&
%
`
(+(*(%
,
ﬁﬀ
,
, where #9}| , % & 	+(*(+(R	% , ﬃ ,  . f;q=M% .
8
&
@ for |d2n4D2f#>~j1
and  ,  . These languages are exactly those whose syntactic semigroups lie in  as
can be seen by using minor but straightforward modifications of the corresponding proof
for Ô -varieties by Pin [13, Ch. 4, Thm. 3.3] (of the original result for  -trivial monoids
due to Eilenberg [3, Cor. X.3.3]). Another characterization of extensive languages is that
they are exactly the languages which can be recognized by an extensive finite automaton

		 , i.e. a finite automaton for which there is a partial ordering, or equivalently
a total ordering, 2 on  with CLi%K2sC for all C:ﬃS	%Łﬃ5 (cf. Pin [13, Ch. 3.3],
Brzozowski and Fich [1])
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We record some of these correspondences between varieties of regular languages and
pseudovarieties of finite semigroups:
REGULAR Âd ôAþß
STAR-FREE Âd  
EXTENSIVE Âd

DEFINITE Âd 
REVERSE DEFINITE Âd  Ó
FINITE OR COFINITE Âd 	
In the sequel the two pseudovarieties  Ó and

will play a crucial role. We denote by 
the pseudovariety consisting of all finite groups and the empty semigroup.
2. ALGEBRATIZATION
What is the relationship between homomorphic representation by the feedback prod-
ucts and pseudovarieties of finite semigroups or, equivalently, varieties of regular lan-
guages? To study this question, we examine the Letichevsky and semi-Letichevsky crite-
ria algebraically. If we examine the transformation semigroups of automata satisfying the
Letichevsky criterion, we are immediately confronted with the following fact.
Fact 11. Let  be a finite automaton.
1. ¼! E©DªM«OäS8}! E©DªM« .
2. S8! E©DªM«/°ä$!E©DªM« .
Proof: (1) Since every letter of  yields a corresponding input symbol of S8 , this is
obvious. (2) Consider the 3-state counter automaton ¶=M|¯	+1»	Äi@l	P=M%A@»	 , B4	H%-:4
1Dﬁﬀﬃﬂ l with a single input letter % . The non-empty input word automaton A8 associated
to  has input letters corresponding to the transformations represented by the words % , %¯%
and %%¯% (and no other transformations). R8 satisfies Letichevsky’s criterion, but  does
not.
0 1
2
%
%%
0 1
2
%
%%
%
`
%
`
%
`
% %-
%
The Three-state Counter Automaton and its Associated Non-Empty Input Word Automaton ¹
Since the Eilenberg correpondence between varieties of languages and pseudovarieties
of semigroups relies on the characteristic semigroups of the automata recognizing a lan-
guage, the failure of the implication in Fact 11(2) suggests that, in order to develop an
algebraic theory related to the Letichevsky criterion, it is desirable to study it for the cor-
responding transformation semigroup — i.e., the non-empty input word automaton S8
associated to a given automaton  . Thus, if the transformation semigroup S8 associated
with  satisfies the Letichevsky condition, let us write ¼! F©<ª*«¸8 . By definition,

8
! F©<ª*«Âd $! F©<ªM«
8
((1)
Now we say  satisfies the Letichevsky criterion for non-empty words ( ©DªM«¸8 ) if S8 sat-
isfies the Letichevsky criterion. This is obviously equivalent to  satisfying the formula
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©<ªM«¸8o :
G©DªM«
8
 ¬BC

ﬃJS	H%q	­'	G®q	H"ﬃJ
8
	¯C

L+% °EC

LP­'	 and C  L+%p®jFC  LP­B6EC  (
Thus we have the same condition as for ©<ª*« , except now for ©<ªM«¸8o , % and ­ need not be
letters in the alphabet  of  but are allowed to be any non-empty words in 98 . In this
notation, by Fact 11(1),
Ł! E©DªM«ﬁA ¼! F©<ªM«
8(2)
but the reverse implication may fail to hold in general (Fact 11(2)).
Similarly, we say  satisfies the semi-Letichevsky criterion on non-empty words, and
write ¼! :O©D8 , if S8 satisfies the semi-Letichevsky condition. By definition,

8
! :O©VÂd $! Eo©
8
((3)
Thus,  satisfies the the semi-Letichevsky criterion on non-empty words O©D8o if  does
not satisfy ©<ª*«¸8o but the configuration of the semi-Letichevsky criterion occurs in  for
some non-empty words %T	­'	® ﬃﬁ98 . Precisely, ! O©D8 if º°! k©DªM«¸8 and there exist
%q	H­'	®0ﬃ098 , C

ﬃn , such that C  L?%g°KC  LZ­ and C  L?%»®¢KC  . This is equivalent to
satisfaction by  of the formula Go©D8O :
O©
8
Ł½a©DªM«¸8 and ¬BC  ﬃS	%T	­'	®ﬃj 8 	¯C  LP%°C  L+­'	 and C  L+%p®FC  (
If a class  of automata contains an automaton satisfying ©<ª*«¸8O , then we also say that
 satisfies Letichevsky’s criterion on non-empty words ( V! ¼©<ªM«¸8 ). Otherwise, we say
that  does not satisfy G©DªM«¸8o , and write Ø°! Ł©<ª*«¸8 . Also, a class  of finite automata
satisfies the semi-Letichevsky criterion on non-empty words _! Öo©D8O if it does not
satisfy the Letichevsky criterion on non-empty words and at least one member of  satisfies
the semi-Letichevsky criterion on non-empty words.
Let us determine the remaining relations between the classical Letichevsky and semi-
Letichevsky criteria and the corresponding criteria on non-empty words.
First we show that
$! Eo©
8
A $! Eo©(4)
but the converse does not hold in general. Proof of (4): We have 
8f! :O© , so S8F°! E©DªM« ,
whence °! ©<ªM« by (2) and there exist non-empty words %T	­'	®ﬃ 8 and C  ﬃ9 , with
C

L?%°C

LM­ but C  L*%»®ﬁkC  . Write ­5­i&)L+L*L­  with each ­ w a letter in  . Clearly
C

LI­9°C
 (lest S8}! F©<ªM« ), so by removing some initial letters of ­ if necessary, we may
suppose that that C  LP­l&)(*(+(H­p.e°C  for all 4 ( 162n4<2}z ). Let 4 be the greatest integer such
that |32f4e2Ez and there exists Xﬃ98 such that C  L*­l&)L+L*L­p.G
gC  (for 4Og| , one may
take 6F%p® ).
Let CiQ C  L¸­ & L+L+L­ . . Then CiQ LEC  . Write 6E & L*L+L"! , with letters Iw6ﬃj . Since
S8g°! g©DªM« , there can be no  with C  L+­B
:C  , so 4yEz , and we may set ­BQRF­ .
8
& . Let
%
Q

& and ® Q F ` L+L*LH"!%p®­ & L+L*L­ . . Then C Q L[% Q °EC Q L[­ Q (lest C  L[­ & L+L+LH­ . ­ .
8
&

`
L+L+LH"!
CiQ

L¶­
.
8
&

`
L+L*LH"!CiQ

L¶­BQ[¯L¸
`
L*L+LH#!5GClQ

L¶%-Q¯L¸
`
L*L+LH#!FCiQ

L¸
&

`
L+L+L"!ECiQ

L¸EC

,
contradicting the choice of 4 if $s1 and contradicting C  L»­ & L*L+L­ .
8
&
°C
 if $JV1 )
and CiQ Li%Q ®Q"ÖCiQ LB & G ` L*L+LH#!H%»®¯­ & L*L+L¸­ . ÖClQ LB?%p®­ & L*L+L­ . ÖC  LB%p®¯­ & L+L*L¸­ . 
C

LP­
&
L+L+LH­
.
EClQ

. This proves ¼! EO© .
To see that the converse may fail to hold, i.e. c! VO©ä°èc!äO©D8 , modify the
counter automaton  of Fact 11(2) by adding a new input letter ­ which takes every state
to a new “sink” state Ô (i.e. C
LI­dEÔ for all CXﬃﬁ=?|h	+1»	ÄB@ , and Ô/LI%jEÔ/LP­tEÔ ). Denoting
the modified automaton by 
ﬀ
, we have 
ﬀ
! O© , but 
ﬀ
! g©DªM«
8 (since 0!g©DªM« 8 ), and
so 
ﬀ
°! FO©<8 .
¹
In the class of finite automata 
ÁÁ , let ¾D¿qÀ denote automata satisfying the (classical)
Letichevsky criterion ©<ªM« , ¾D¿qÀ 8 denote automata satisfying the Letichevsky criterion on
non-empty words G©DªM«¸8o , ½)¾D¿qÀ 8 denote automata not satisfying the Letichevsky crite-
rion on non-empty words, %D¾ denote automata satisfying the (classical) semi-Letichevksy
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criterion ( O© ), and %D¾ 8 denote automata satisfying the semi-Letichevsky criterion on non-
empty words ( O©D8O . We have seen %<¾ 8'& %<¾ and ¾<¿qÀ & ¾<¿qÀ 8 . Observe that
%D¾)(J½)¾<¿qÀ
8
*%<¾
8(5)
Indeed, from the definition of O©D8 , clearly ½a©<ªM«¸8 and o© implies O©D8 . Conversely, O©D8
requires that ©DªM«¸8 be false, and we have already seen that o©D8 entails O© .
%D¾+(3¾<¿qÀ
8
,%D¾ﬁ;-%D¾
8(6)
Suppose O© holds. If ©DªM«¸8 then O©<8 cannot hold by definition. If O©<8 is false, then
either ©<ª*« 8 holds or there are no C  	H%q	­'	G® as in the O© condition. Since O© holds it can
only be that ©DªM«¸8 holds.
Obviously ¾<¿qÀ 8 Ü ½)¾D¿TÀ 8 Ò
ÁÁ and ¾<¿qÀ.(/%D¾ùÃï . The established relations
between the various classes are shown in the following figure.
¾D¿TÀ
¾D¿TÀ
8
½)¾<¿qÀ
8
%D¾
8
%D¾¢;-%D¾
8
Figure 1. The universe 02131 of all finite automata: The dashed horizontal line separates the class 46587:9 of
automata satisfying the Letichevsky criterion on non-empty words (above) from the class ;<465=7:9 of those not
satisfying it (below). The dashed vertical line separates the class >4 of automata satisfying the classical semi-
Letichevsky criterion (right) from those that do not (left). >64 is the disjoint union of >4-?@;A46587-9X B>469 , the
automata satisfying the semi-Letichevksy criterion on non-empty words (below), and >4DCE>4F9t G>4H?I465=729 ,
the automata satisfying both the classical semi-Letichevksy criterion and JLK6MON
9QP
. The class 4R587 of automata
satisfying the classical Letichevsky criterion is a proper subclass of 4R587-9 . Relations shown are established in
the main text.
Now let us characterize these Letichevsky criteria on non-empty words algebraically.
Proposition 12. Let  be any finite automaton.  satisfies the Letichevsky criterion on
non-empty words ( ©<ªM«¸8a if and only if the semigroup rG
 of transformations of  is not
 -trivial.
Proof: Suppose that the criterion ©DªM«¸8o is satisfied. Let state C  and non-empty %q	H­-	G®q	
ﬃ
98 be as in the criterion. In particular, C  L?%f°5C  L*­ . Let ª"$H­B¶ÌO%»®-¸ÌR¸Ì . Clearly
C

Liª ºC

. We have ªM%sª since ª*%»®T%p®-¸Ì-Ê & éªi%»®-¶Ìkºª . Also ªM­SÃª since
ªM­BB­?®-¸ÌÊ
&
%»®-¸ÌaH­B¶ÌO%p®-¸ÌA¶Ì-Ê
&
EªNFª . Therefore, ªM%T}ª*­ , but C  LªM%jC  L% and
C

LHªM­tC

LH­ . It follows from C  LH% °FC  LH­ that ªM% °Eª*­ , whence r" is not  -trivial.
Conversely, let 
 be not  -trivial. This means there are words É»	«ﬃ98 such that
ÉU« but Éﬁ°K« in rG
 . Then there exist ®T	Hﬃn ﬀ such ÉH®0K« and «¸j¼É in r
 .
(Clearly neither of ® nor  is 7 since Éj°g« in rG
 .) Since É°5« , there is a state C & with
C
&
L*Ét°FC
&
L+« . Let C  FC & L?É . Then
C

L®Ch&LMÉ®-6ECh&<L+«¸FCh&<L?É>C

	
while
C

L®Ch&LMÉ®ECh&<L+«>°Ch&L?É>C

(
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Then %ﬁE® , ®-Q)E® , ­E® , and  are non-empty words such that C  L?%°C  L?­ , and
C

LP%»®Q-FC

, and C  L*­BNEC  . Thus  satisfies ©DªM«¸8o .
¹
Remark: The above proposition could also be proved via the fact that extensive automata
correspond to  -trivial semigroups.
Corollary 13. Łﬃ½)¾D¿qÀ 8 Âd r
 is  -trivial Â rG
eﬃJ÷R9o  ¶=ð"@?HI(
Proof: The first equivalence holds by the preceding proposition. The second equivalence
holds, since by a theorem of Stiffler [16, Theorem 3.4(b)], a semigroup lies  if and only
if it divides the transition semigroup of a cascade of copies of ð .
¹
Corollary 14. Łﬃ½)¾D¿qÀ 8 implies Ýlê6ê6ëSì"eF=ð"@ . But the converse does not hold.
Proof: By the preceding corollary, r
 divides the transition semigroup of a cascade
of copies of Ñð
Þ
	³ðXðr	³ð . Since ð is the only nontrival irreducible divisor of ð ,
the implication holds. To see that the converse may fail to hold consider the five element
Brandt semigroup W ` with elements ¸1»	+1?I	*1p	³ÄpI	MGÄh	+1MP	*ÄB	Ä» , and | with multiplication
|/ÔN%T	­hDk%q	H­hqÔ|
|/Ô|
E| for all %T	­ﬃ=l1p	³Äi@ , and for %q	H­-	H%Q	­BQRﬃ=»1»	ÄB@ ,
%T	­hqÔN%
Q
	­
Q
o
ß
%T	­BQÏ if ­d%Q
| otherwise (
It is easy to check that Ä ñ does not divide W ` , nor does any non-trivial group, but ð
does since it is isomorphic to the subsemigroup =l1p	+1?I	|B@ . However, W ` is not  -trivial:
¸1»	+1?@k¸1»	Ä» since ¸1p	*1MqÔ¸1p	³ÄpDK1p	³Äp and ¸1»	Ä»qÔNGÄh	+1M¸1p	*1M . So KKW
Þ
`
	W
`

satisfies the Letichevsky criterion by Proposition 12.
¹
Corollary 15. ]°! E©DªM« 8 implies Ýlê6êNë
ìSe:=Zð"@l( But the converse does not hold.
Corollary 16. If Ý»ê6ê6ëSì contains Äñ , the flip-flop monoid ç , or any non-trivial sim-
ple group, then $! ©<ª*«¸8 .
Proof: The condition Ýlê6ê6ëSìSj°Ò=ð"@ is equivalent to the the presence of any non-
trivial irreducible divisor other than ð in Ý»ê6ê6ëSìS , i.e. one of Äñ , the flip-flop monoid
ç , or any simple group. It then follows from the contrapositive of the previous corollary
that $! E©DªM«¸8 .
¹
Proposition 17. Let  be a finite automaton.  satisfies the semi-Letichevsky criterion on
non-empty words if and only if rG
 is  -trivial but not reverse definite, i.e.
$! EO©
8
Âd r
ﬃ

;
Ó
(
Proof: Given  satisfying o©D8 , we have that  does not satisfy ©<ª*«¸8 (hence also not
©DªM« ). From the previous proposition, we have that r" is  -trivial. We must show it is
not reverse definite. If O©<8 holds, then we take %q	­'	G®jﬃJ98 such that C  LP% °FC  LP­ and
C

LM%p®9C

. It follows that %»®-¸Ì-%f°Ł%p®'¶Ì'­ in r
 . Therefore, for ª
`
ª
Ł%p®'¶Ì ,
the equation ªZÉ>ª does not hold in rG
 . Thus rG
 is not reverse definite.
Conversely, suppose rG
 is  -trivial but not reverse definite. Again by the previous
proposition, since it is  -trivial it does not satisfy ©DªM«¸8 (hence also does not satisfy ©<ª*« ).
Since rG
 is not reverse definite, there exist non-empty words ªl	­nﬃ98 representing
à ª+áÑ	*à ­láqﬃr
 , with à ª*á
`
kà ª*á and à ª*á¶à ­láo°à ª*á . The latter means there is an Ch&>ﬃ , with
Ch&<LMª*­°FCh&<L*ªl(
Therefore, taking C  ECh&<L*ª , we have
C

L*­dFCB&eL+ªM­°Ch&LMª>EC

(
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Moreover, since à ª*á
`
5à ª*á , we have
C

L*ª?OL+ªNFC

L+ª?ªNC

LMª>Ch&L+ªZaL+ª6FCh&<LMªMªNFCh&<L*ªNFC

(
Thus, taking % and ® both equal to ª , we have C  L*%-DL®gC  , and C  gC  L*%0°5C  L*­ .
This shows that rG
 satisfies O©<8 .
Corollary 18. Let  be a finite automaton.  satisfies neither the semi-Letichevsky nor
the Letichevsky criterion on non-empty words if and only if rG
 is reverse definite. That
is,
Ò°! E©DªM«
8 and ]°! Eo© 8 Âd r"ﬃV Ó (
Corollary 19.  satisfies neither the semi-Letichevsky nor the Letichevsky criterion on
non-empty words if and only if ÝlêNê6ëSì9
o:ï .
Proof: Stiffler [16, Fact 4.8(b)] proved that if a finite semigroup  has no non-trivial irre-
ducible divisors then it is a nilpotent extension of a left-zero semigroup, or, equivalently,
idempotents in  are left-zeros ( ª
`
Òª implies ªZÉÒª for all Éﬃ: ), i.e.  is reverse
definite. So the result follows from the corollary above.
¹
We remark that Stiffler [16, Theorem 3.4(a)] also shows that ÷RG9O  ¸=?Äpñ?@?HXW .
Therefore ÷R9O  ¶=?Äpñ?@?H Ó  Ó . Thus  satisfies neither of the Letichevsky criteria on
non-empty words if and only if ÷RG> divides the reverse semigroup of a cascade of copies
of GÄpñ
Þ
	³Äñ+ .
It is easy to check that:
Fact 20. Let  be a finite automaton. Then
1.  satisfies ©<ª*«¸8o if and only if the configuration
®
É
«
occurs in  . Precisely, for some states ®q	Hnﬃ5 , ®$°s , and inputs É»	«Jﬃ 8 ,
>LMÉ>® , ®XL+«OE .
2.  satisfies Go©D8o if and only if  does not satisfies ©DªM«¸8o and the following con-
figuration occurs in  :
 ®
«
É
Ép	H«
occurs in  . Precisely,  °! s©<ª*«¸8 , and for some ®q	Hfﬃ5 , É»	«Jﬃ98 , ®$°º ,
>L+«OE , >LMÉN ® , and ®tLMÉN ®tL+«o® .
3. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The results obtained so far easily entail the following series of theorems.
Theorem 21. Let  be any class of finite automata. Then the following are equivalent.
1.  satisfies the Letichevsky criterion on non-empty words, i.e. K! F©<ªM«¸8 .
2. ÷RSN°

. That is, rG
 is not  -trivial for some automaton ﬃJ .
3. There is an automaton ¼ﬃj , such that rG
 does not divide the semigroup of any
cascade of Ñðe	Ið , where ð is the two element monoid.
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4. The configuration
®
É
«
occurs in some automata $ﬃ9 , for some states ®q	H , ®°g , and inputs É»	H«rﬃ98 ,
>LMÉ>® , ®XL+«OE .
5. There is a language © is recognized by an automaton from  such that © is not
extensive.
Theorem 22. For any class  of finite automata, the following are equivalent, and imply
that  satisfies the Letichevsky criterion on nonempty words:
1. There exists Łﬃj , such that the two-element reset semigroup Äñ divides r
 or a
simple group Ú divides r
 .
2. There exists ﬃ  , such that the two-element reset semigroup Äñ embeds in r

or a non-trivial group Ú embeds in r
 .
3. A non-trivial irreducible semigroup other than the two element monoid ð divides
r
 for some Kﬃ .
4. Ý»ê6ê6ëSìG÷RS°F=Zð@ .
Proof: (1) implies (2): For any finite semigroup  , ÄñXÙ5 implies Äpñ is a subsemigroup
of  , and ÚVÙK for a group Ú implies there is a group ÚQ that is a subsemigroup of 
mapping homomorphically onto Ú . (See e.g. [11].) The rest is now clear from Corollary
16 and the characterization of finite irreducible semigroups in the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem.
Theorem 23. For any class  of finite automata, the following are equivalent.
1.  satisfies the semi-Letichevsky criterion for non-empty words, i.e. Ł! :O© 8 (thus,
there exists an automaton KﬃJ with $! :O©D8 , but no KﬃJ satisfies ©<ªM«¸8 ).
2. The above configuration does not occur in any automaton Vﬃ0 , for any distinct
states ®q	H and non-empty input words É»	«ﬃJ98 . But the configuration
 ®
«
É
Ép	H«
occurs in at least one  in  ( i	®Jﬃ , ® °E , É»	«ﬃ8 ), oL¶«oEi	HoLÉN ®T	®6LÉ/
®XLP«o¢® .
3. For all Vﬃn , r" divides the semigroup of a cascade of copies of ðr	³ð , and
moreover Ý»ê6ê6ëSìG÷RSg=Zð@ .
4. For all ùﬃ , rG
 lies in ÷R9o  ¶=Zð@? and ð divides 
 for some ùﬃ ,
but no other non-trivial irreducible semigroup divides any rG
 for KﬃJ .
5. r
 is  -trivial for all  ﬃŁ , but there is an  with r"f°ﬃXÓ . That is,
÷RSe

but ÷R6°' Ó .
6. Every language recognized by automata from  is extensive, but there is at least one
language recognized by some member of  which is not reverse definite.
Remark: Considering the counterexample W ` , described in the proof of Corollary 14
above, which has ÝlêNê6ëSì9W ` Jb=Zð"@ and satisfies ©DªM« , one sees that the conditions
in Theorem 22 only imply but are not equivalent to the Letichevsky criterion on non-empty
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words. By the same counterexample, condition 3 of Theorem 23 cannot be weakened to
ÝlêNê6ëSì9÷RSHD=ð"@ .
Theorem 24. Let  be any class of finite automata. Then the following are equivalent.
1.  satisfies neither ©DªM«¸8 nor O©<8 .
2. Neither of the configurations above occurs in any automaton in  .
3. No irreducible semigroup divides rG
 for any ¼ﬃ . That is, Ý»ê6ê6ëSìG÷RSe
ïB(
4. r
 is a reverse definite for all KﬃJ . That is, ÷RSeY Ó . In other words, r

is a nilpotent extension of a left-zero semigroup; that is, r" satisfies %¯Ì-­dF%¯Ì .
5. r
 divides the reverse of the transition semigroup of a cascade of copies of Äñ
Þ
	³Äñ+ ,
for all Łﬃ .
6. Every language is recognized by an automaton from  is reverse definite.
4. FEEDBACK OPERATORS FOR PSEUDOVARIETIES OF FINITE SEMIGROUPS
Now we return to the question at the beginning of section 2 on the relationship be-
tween pseudovarieties and feedback products. The pseudovariety characterizations ob-
tained above will allow us to relate the action of  . operators on classes of automata with
their action on pseudovarieties for 4aF|¯	+1p	³ÄB	*(+(+('	I .
Define for each 4jØ|¯	+(+(*(R	³ , an operator Z . /\[^ \[ on the lattice \[ of
pseudovarieties of finite semigroups:
Z

.
ûJr E÷R9o
.
¶=l
Þ
	oA!Hnﬃû@?HI(
Clearly, ÷RG9O . SH<÷RG . SH always holds for every class  of finite automata.
We write û ! ù©DªM«¸8 , if 
Þ
	ot! ù©DªM«¸8 for some ﬃfû , and write û ! ùO©<8 if
ûÕ°! ©DªM«¸8 but for some ﬃû , G
Þ
	D/! 5O©<8 . Then by the corollary of ´Esik-Horva´th
Theorem, the following is immediate:
Lemma 25. Let û be a pseudovariety of finite semigroups. Then
1. ûV! F©<ªM«¸8ﬁ]Z ` ûJ<Eôqþ¯ß .
2. ûV! Eo© 8 ^Z &pûD_Z  ûJ .
3. ûÖ°! Eo©D8 and ûÖ°! E©DªM«¸8ﬁ]Z  û<`Z  ûJ .
Lemma 26. Let û be a pseudovariety of finite semigroups. Then û ! O©<8 implies
Z
T
ûD_Z
)
ûD

.
Proof: The hypothesis implies ðºﬃ}û . Since ÷RG9O  ¶=ð"@?HS  by Stiffler’s results
[16], it follows that  aZ  û . Since ûØ°! F©<ª*« , we have Z  ûe  by Corollary 3(2)
and Proposition 12. Therefore,

aZ


ûeZ

&ûrbZ


ûJr

(
¹
Lemma 27. If $ŁGS	9	H6! 5©DªM«¸8 , then all finite automata are isomorphic to subau-
tomata of  & GtS8< .
Proof: Given any finite automaton UGWX	HY<	HZQ , we show U embeds in a single-factor

& -product of a direct product of copies of S8 . In  , we have states ® ° , and non-empty
words É»	«jﬃg with ®9LlÉﬁs and L»«XŁ® , whence dL»«És and ®LBÉ*«d¼® . We
map a state ætﬃfW to the state “ æ ” of the ! W! -fold direct product of copies of S8 , where
“ æ ” 5 ®q	*(+(+(R	G®q	i	®q	*(+(*(R	®- , such that  occurs in the æ th position and ® occurs in all other
positions. Now define the feedback function m9pdc echJY8o#c ec to have value in its
æ th-component:
maC-	­hHgf<
Åh
h
h
h
Æ
h
h
h
h
Ç
«É if C “ æ ” and æ<L+­:æ
« if C “ æ ” and æ<L+­°:æ
É if C “ i ” 	æ
°,iZ	 and iLP­tEæ
É*« if C “ i ” 	æ
°,iZ	 and iLP­9°Eæ
É otherwise 	
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where CXﬃJdc ec , ­3ﬃJY , æ?	Oi>ﬃW . (Note the value of m in the fifth case is arbitrary.)
It is straightforward to check that “ æ ” LI­ “ æ<LP­ ” holds for all æ>ﬃJW and ­Xﬃ Y, so U is
isomorphic to a subautomaton of the  & -product.
¹
Lemma 28. If û is a pseudovariety of finite semigroups, and ûÕ! k©DªM«¸8 , then Z & û
ôqþ¯ß .
Proof: Take ﬃJû with G
Þ
	³or! F©<ª*«¸8 . Since  is not  -trivial, choose distinct ®q	
ﬃ
such that there exist É»	H«rﬃ with ®'Ég and ?«<f® . By the construction of the previous
lemma, any ×
Þ
	×N embeds in an  & -product of the ! ×
Þ
! -fold direct product of copies of
G
Þ
	³o . The image of ×
Þ
has all components in =H®q	l@ , thus the image of ×
Þ
	H×> is actu-
ally isomorphic to a single-factor  & -product of kj
Þ
	ljS , where j is the ! ×
Þ
! -fold direct
product of  . Since jﬃJû , we have ×gﬃmZ & û .
¹
Theorem 29. Let û be a pseudovariety of finite semigroups. Then
1. ûV! F©<ªM« 8 ]Z & ûJ<_Za ûDgôAþß .
2. ûV! Eo©D8ﬁ^Zq ûD_Za ûJD

.
3. ûÖ°! Eo©D8 and ûÖ°! E©DªM«¸8ﬁ]Z) ûJ_ZT ûJeY Ó .
Moreover, the converses hold.
Proof: (1) follows from Lemma 28. (2) is just Lemma 26. (3) By Corollary 18, ûV
Ó
.

Ó
is closed under q -product, so Zq ûe*
Ó
. But by Lemma 25(3), Zq ûD_Z) ûJ .
The converses follow from what we have seen before.
¹
Corollary 30. For each pseudovariety û of finite semigroups, Z &ZûJDWZ  ûI(
Corollary 31. For |d2n4D2 , the operator Z . p\[kä\[ is a closure operator.
Proof: We already noted, when they were introduced, that ) and T are closure opera-
tors for classes of finite automata, so it follows that the corresponding operators are closure
operators on \[ . We have, for any 4D}| , Z & ûJDWZa û , so Z . ûD_Za û .
¹
Theorem 32.
ûÖ°! F©<ªM«
8
Â Z
T
ûJ<_Z

&
ûJDWZ
a
ûe

	
where equality with  holds if and only if ûV! Eo©D8 if and only if Ý»ê6ê6ëSìûJo5=Zð"@ .
ûä! F©<ª*«
8
Âd Z
T
ûJeaZ

&
ûD_Z
)
ûJ<:ôqþ¯ß	
where ZT ûJSnZ & û if and only if Ý»ê6ê6ëSìûJ contains the flip-flop monoid and all
finite simple groups.
Proof: By the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem, equality of Z  û and ôqþß holds if and only if
ÝlêNê6ëSì9û includes all finite simple groups and the flip-flop monoid. Everything else is
clear for what we have already established.
¹
Let us record the effect of the feedback operators on the lattice of pseudovarieties, which
now follows directly:
Theorem 33 (Action of Feedback Operators on Pseudovarieties). Let û be a pseudovari-
ety of finite semigroups. Then we have three cases determining the action of the Za opera-
tors on û ( |2}z2F0 :
1. If ûs*
Ó
, then ZT ûJ_Za ûe'
Ó
.
2. If ûs  but ûÖ°YjÓ , then Zq ûD_Za û<  .
3. Otherwise, û °

, and then Z & ûJnZa û
ùôqþß , and ZT û"oZ & û if
and only if û has all irreducibles.
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For case û p Ó : For which û does û oZ  û ? Some examples of such closed
pseudovarieties include:
 Ó satisfying ª
`
éª implies ªZÉ éª ;  ,  Ó satisfying % & L*L+LH% , º% & L+L+L% , ­ ; 
	 ,
satisfying % & L*L+L¸% , $| ; 	e 
,
	 , ; 5p Ó
&
, satisfying %¯­ﬁK% . Their closure
under Zq -product is easy to check directly. All these pseudovarieties are contained in  Ó
and closed for ZT _Za .
The smallest example of a pseudovariety û   but û °qÓ is ôQ , the variety of
semilattices, defined by equations %
`
¼% and %¯­ù­l% , since this is the smallest pseu-
dovariety containing ð . We have ôI & Za ôQo_Zq ôQo  ÷RG9O  ¸=Zð"@Z .
There are many examples of û °

closed under Z  : groups  , solvable groups, ® -
groups, and many other pseudovarieties of groups, r whose closure under the Z  -operator is
evident from considering irreducible divisors and using the fact that a cascade of group au-
tomata is a group automaton. Other Z  -closed pseudovarieties include  (satisfying ª
`
ª
implies ÉMªNEª ) since ]E÷R9o  ¶=?Äpñ?@?H ; as well as )s  ,  s  , and )s  s  , which
are defined by the exclusion of Ä ñ , ð , and ç , respectively, by results of Stiffler [16, Fact
4.16]); t and the exclusion varieties of finite semigroups not divided by any other particular
irreducible or set of irreducibles (see examples in [16, 3]). The pseudovariety of the finite
aperiodic semigroups   , satisfying %¯ÌB8 & g%¯Ì , is the class that excludes all finite simple
group divisors and so is ZT -closed. Let  be the pseudovariety of aperiodic semigroups
not divided by Äñ , then ÝlêNê6ëSì9uº/¼=Zð@ and  ! ©DªM«¸8 by the counterexample in
the proof of Corollary 14, so  &  . Since  is defined by the exclusion of irreducibles
(finite simple groups and Äpñ ), we have ZT ºd , but Z & ºdºôAþß by Theorem
33(3). In fact,   v( .s J by [16, Fact 4.16(a)].
This situation is schematized in the following figure showing major divisions in the
lattice of pseudovarieties of finite semigroups that characterize the effect of the various
feedback operators.
w
Note that since we are considering semigroup varieties, the empty semigroup must be admitted as a member
of any pseudovariety of groups, including x , etc.
y
Here z|{A}#z
{~

}O }"z
 denotes the pseudovariety generated by characteristic semigroups of §ﬃ -products
whose  factor automaton 02¯ /JŁ<
=
Ł
P
for some ŁR¤z| .
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Figure 2. For every pseudovariety z of finite semigroups: ¢§  J£z
P
 ¤¢§

J£z
P
. Within ¥ , ¢§

 ¤¢§
 and there
are many closed classes, i.e. zk ¦¢§

JLz
P
, within §  . However ¥ is the only closed class within ¥ not con-
tained in §  . Outside of ¥ , ¢§  J£z
P
 ¢§

JLz
P
 V¨=©ª (all finite semigroups); ¢§

JLz
P
 ¢§

JLz
P
if and only if
z contains all irreducible finite semigroups; and there are many examples of closed classes z} ¢§

J£z
P
.
Corollary 34. Let û be a pseudovariety of finite semigroups such that Z . ûJ>5û for a
certain 4 ( |d204D2 ). If either 4o{:1 or ûØ°! F©<ªM«¸8 , then we have
û:ôAþß Â ûä!E©DªM«
8
ûÃ

Â ûä!:O©
8
ûºY
Ó and Â otherwise (
Z


ûDû
While for 4O| and ûV! ©<ªM«¸8 , we have ZT ûDFû and
û=?nﬃôAþßj!êNÝiíë
ro<0û@ Â çﬃû
ûs
.s

s
 Â otherwise 	
where ç is the flip-flop monoid.
Proof: The first part follows from Theorem 29. For the second part with 4| and
û ! ©DªM«¸8 , the Krohn-Rhodes Theorem yields the case when çcﬃKû . On the other
hand, ç¼°ﬃjû if and only if ûs
.s

s
 , by the result of Stiffler [16, Fact 4.16(c)].
¹
Despite what one might have expected, in every case, the study of the feedback operators
Z

. on the lattice of pseudovarieties of finite semigroups is completely solved or reduced to
the study of Z  , the cascade closure.
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